Metering & Mixing Systems
Process Gear Mix 102.
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Process Gear Mix 102.
The PGM 102 is the entry level system used in the
processing of liquid or semi solid materials. Based
around a twin drive set up, each precision gear pump
is directly driven by an inverter controlled, geared AC
motor.
The motors have a maximum speed of 150 rpm, as
standard, and this coupled to the precision gear pumps
give the system the ability to appor on ﬁlled material
without any problems. The twin drive arrangement and
the wide range of gear pump sizes enables the 102 to
process materials with wide ra o’s reliably.
The PGM system u lises a
user friendly control system
based on poten ometers
to adjust the ﬂow and
material ra o nega ng the
need for the expense of a
PLC or plug in controller, to
adjust the system.

From the metering
pumps the metered
materials are
transferred to the
mixing via PTFE lined
material hoses. The
metering system
is ﬁ ed with pressure manometers
and non return valves, providing
the operator with more applica on
informa on.
The PGM mixing head is an air operated
device that can be either “snuﬀ
back,” preven ng material dripping,
or conven onal needle type. The
disposable mixing tubes easily a ach
to the mixer and the system is supplied
with ra o check adapters to ease the
calibra on process.

To meet the needs of
customers who need to
guarantee the applica on,
the 102 system can be
upgraded with ra o
monitoring using gear ﬂow
meters and a 4 line PLC
display.
The materials are supplied
to the metering system
by gravity fed steel
hoppers. These can be speciﬁed with either 12 or 20
litre capacity and they have the op on of agita on
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and hea ng to ensure the
materials applied
remain in a constant
condi on.

The mixing head can easily be upgraded
to the rotary sta c type if more robust
mixing of the materials is required. The
latest genera on
of rotary mixer
element, is
moulded by 2KM
and incorporates a robust
square drive.

2KM Process Gear Mix 102
Gear Metering system with PGM twin drive layout.
Up to 2 kg/min depending on viscosity.
Inverter controlled Geared AC Motor. Typical speed range 30-150 rpm
6.0, 3.0, 1.8, 1.2, 0.6, 0.3cm3/rev.
50 bar on 6.0cm3/rev 100 bar on others.
Painted steel 12 or 20 litres capacity with sealed lids for air management.
Static and rotary static mixing available.
Depends upon Viscosity & flow, typical 5 metres
Gravity feed up to 3,000 cps. Pressure vessels up to 50,000 cps.
Single phase 240v 13 amp Electrical. 1/4” Pneumatic low flow.
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